Access diagnostic images
from hospitals, specialists and
clinics across the region.
X-rays, MRIs and more—at your fingertips

The information clinicians need
Rochester RHIO’s Image Exchange gives every doctor a complete picture of their
patients, in emergencies or routine visits.
Physicians often need to see diagnostic images that were captured somewhere
else—the first X-ray of an injury, a mammogram from a previous physician’s
treatment, or an MRI done by a radiology center before the patient was hospitalized.
Accessing these images has traditionally been a time-consuming chore, requiring
staff to call other offices, log into multiple picture archiving and communication
systems (PACS), or ask patients to bring them. In many cases, it has been easier
simply to order a new exam—which adds time and cost to the treatment, and can
expose patients to unnecessary radiation.

What is the Image Exchange?

Rochester RHIO offers a fast, secure, and convenient way to access images from

Rochester RHIO’s Explore+ includes

most radiology providers in the area. The RHIO’s Image Exchange provides access

access to your patients’ radiology and car-

to diagnostic-quality images, on any Internet-connected computer. View and

diology images—with a diagnostic-quality

compare images in seconds. Analyze without downloading software. Easily access

viewer, instantly and on any computer.

full-resolution diagnostic image studies.

Explore+ users can view imaging studies

More than 175,000 images are added to the Image Exchange every month,

from hospitals, specialists and radiology

from 23 hospitals and major imaging providers—a complete list of image providers,

centers throughout the Finger Lakes re-

and the modalities included, is available at providerportal.grrhio.org.

gion, and compare images in seconds.

Image Exchange Features
HIE Worklist: With one click, users can review a list of all diagnostic images
available for a patient, with the option to instantly view these studies.
Collaborate with the Clinical Team: The RHIO’s Image Exchange supports
remote collaboration. Providers can remotely consult with a colleague or access
data for grand rounds with the patient’s clinical care team. This feature gives
multiple users the ability to collaborate on a patient case with full access to the
viewer’s image manipulation tools.
*Transfer to PACS: A cutting-edge solution that provides a “universal” image that
can be viewed on any PACS system. Using Transfer to PACS will allow more efficient workflows and faster image viewing, leading to reduced costs associated
with viewing patient images. *Charges may apply
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How to Use the Rochester RHIO Image Exchange

Contact us today!
To learn more about
RHIO Image Exchange or other
1. Open a report as you normally would in Explore+.

RHIO services, contact:

2. To see an image associated with a report, click “View Image.”

Customer Service:
1.877.865.RHIO (7446)

3. 	A separate DICOM image viewer will automatically launch in your browser. Pop-ups need
to be allowed so that the image displays.
4. 	Recent exams are held in storage for rapid loading. Older exams are also available,
but may need to be retrieved from their original PACS location, which will require
additional time to load.

Online Support Request:
providerportal.grrhio.org
Email: info@grrhio.org

5. To close the viewer, simply close your browser.

Commonly Used Functions
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